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The Process

WEEK 2

Site surveying
Building relationship with 

community partners

WEEK 4

Understanding the site 
Talking with the community:

El Carrito, surveying

WEEK 1

Community partners present 
projects and background; 

group formation

WEEK 3

Community Service: Mulching 

WEEK 5

Splitting into 3 different design 
teams

WEEK 6

Preliminary budget meeting
Work plan



The Process pt. 2

WEEK 8

Second layer for pathways and 
thinking about future shed design

WEEK 10

Finished painting the shed and 
installing window on a Sunday 

workday

WEEK 7

Finished priming & begin 
mulching for pathways to the 

shed

FUTURE

Envision the future for our 
designs for the SLLC gateway

WEEK 9

Mulching, 
sampling shed base/trim colors



Week 1 - Background

● Getting pumped up to work with the community
● Understanding our motivations, biases, hopes and fears
● We were introduced to the different community partners that the 

class would be working with
● We got to pick our top two community projects based on what 

the partners said during their presentation



Week 2 - Going to the People

This week we are able to go to the site for the 
first time.

It is hard to understand where we are.

Values of the space are apparently agriculture, 
natural/sustainable materials and methods.

Lots of wood and stone instalments vs. 
traditional hardscape.

Contrast SLLC to apartments across the street



Week 3 - Experting

This week we met Carol for the first time

We were given a tour of the area from the 
insider’s perspective

A common problem of this area are flooded,
muddy patches after rain

We mulched over these areas in an effort to
Mitigate the mess and started to build
Relationships with Carol by getting to know 
each other as we worked



Week 4: El Carrito

Community Assessment Through a Questionnaire
● Used “El Carrito” as a tool to engage with the 

community and attract their attention to our 
project.

● Community members that stopped by were 
UC Davis students, faculty, and Davis 
residents.

● Questions asked included:
○ What is your method of travel through 

the bike bridge? How often do you pass 
by?

○ What does this space mean to you? Do 
you feel welcomed?

○ If there was a produce stand here, would 
you visit? How often? 



Week 5- Splitting Up

● Midway presentation!
● We got some feedback on our process and decided 

to make changes:
○ We initially all tried to work together on the 

same tasks
○ That was proving to be unproductive
○ So we split up the work

■ Shed Design: Chase and Natalie
■ Perimeter Design: Levy and Jennifer
■ Sign Design: Carolina and Shirley

Perimeter

Signage

Shed



Week 6: Meeting with Domies! 

Domes Community Values

By the end of the meetings, we realized that the Domes 
community prized a couple things:

❖ Privacy (foliage)
❖ Information on future SLLC plans
❖ Shed usage
❖ On-property signage
❖ Better (soft) lighting

Source: http://schadavis.org/campus-housing/baggins-end-domes

● Unlearning oppressive behaviors – which 
includes recognizing our privileges and biases, 
and questioning what we’ve been told

● Encouraging experimentation with yourself, your 
interests, and the space

● Providing affordable, low-income housing 
● Supporting each other as students in our various 

academic pursuits
● This is not a space for prejudices, stereotypes, 

violence, and/or oppressive language or 
behavior towards any one race, ethnicity, gender 
identity, sex, sexuality, ability (social, mental, 
physical), socioeconomic class, age, size, 
religion, or citizenship status 

● Being open to changing your mind and not 
getting everything you want – while prioritizing 
some people’s needs over your own 

● Resisting consumerism and production-based 
mentality – growing our own food, seed saving, 
food preservation, communal dinners, 
composting, greywater, energy reduction, 
freecycling, reusing, communal tools, and so on…



Week 7: Prototyping & getting to work





Week 8 - Testing, Testing

This week we took our designs to 
the SLLC meeting 

We received feedback on what 
community partners liked, what 
they did not like, and received
Suggestions on ways the design 
could be improved 

How this informed design: Color 
choices for the shed were bold, 
the final color is muted.  
Ceanothus, elderberry considered





Week 9 - Design Implementation



the sum 
of its parts

separate team designs and how they’ve 
evolved through engaging with people in 

the spaces, productive dialogue, 
community input, and integrating local 

experts’ insight.

shed | perimeter | sign 



Shed
Chase Wray





Perimeter
Jennifer Mendez & Levi Felger





These short wooden posts do not hinder 
movement but are a clear indication that the 
space beyond could be private

Twin trees are a way to show there is an 
important entrance while providing shade and 
privacy

Wooden slats keep these paths from 
becoming muddy and look stylish



Plant Material:                                         
Daffodils              California Lilacs         Cherry Blossoms               Olive Trees                          Oak Trees



signage
Carolina Hernandez & 
Shirley Chen





The different communities 
will paint an image that will 
go at the center of the sign



Customizable 
& removable 
name plates

Community partners wanted to see 
a more cohesive sign that includes 
all of the organizations that the land 
holds within its boundaries that also 
draws people into the space.

extension drive center / long term

road to campus from W.V. bike ridge /
short term



Week 10: Future Plans
Now that we have wrapped up the quarter:
● We envision our shed, sign, and perimeter 

design to be implemented and come to 
fruition as the SLLC’s gateway

● We envision a produce stand being 
utilized through the shed by the gardens.

Considering the shed will be temporary:
● We expect the shed to be mobile, so that 

in the future, it can be moved to a 
different location for use

● We expect our designs to bring more 
awareness to the SLLC so that the 
surrounding community can:
○ Become engaged
○ Feel welcomed


